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APPENDIX A
ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION APPENDIX: JOB SIMULATION FOR

LARGE-SCALE PBS BASED CLUSTERS WITH THE MAUI
SCHEDULER

A. Abstract

For large-scale High Performance Computing centers with a
wide range of different projects and heterogeneous infrastruc-
tures, efficiency is an important consideration. Understanding
how compute jobs are scheduled is necessary for improving the
job scheduling strategies in order to optimize cluster utilization
and job wait times. This increases the importance of a reliable
simulation capability, which in turn requires accuracy and
comparability with historic workloads from the cluster. Not
all job schedulers have a simulation capability, including
the Portable Batch System (PBS) resource manager. Hence,
PBS based centers have no direct way to simulate changes
and optimizations before they are applied to the production
system. We propose and discuss how to run job simulations
for large-scale PBS based clusters with the Maui Scheduler.
For validation purposes, we use historic workloads collected
at the IT4Innovations supercomputing center, and demonstrate
the viability of our approach.

B. Description

1) Check-list (artifact meta information):
• Algorithm: Priority based scheduling with enabled fairsharing

and backfilling
• Program: Maui Scheduler (Simulator) with PBS environment

for dependencies
• Compilation: Docker image “ubuntu:17.10”
• Data set: SQL database records from IT4Innovations’ PBS

system mapped to workload trace and control script (node
downtimes); cluster description and Maui Scheduler configu-
ration are static (created once)

• Run-time environment: Docker container
• Hardware: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2665
• Output: Single file simstat.out recording the job timings

during simulation
• Experiment workflow: Within Docker container, start Maui

Scheduler and execute control script
• Experiment customization: Supporting larger simulated sys-

tems, larger job priority values, and using absolute date and
time

• Publicly available?: yes, except historic workloads

2) How software can be obtained (if available): The Dock-
erfile, configuration, resource trace file (cluster description),
and an example workload trace file and execution script
are available on GitHub: https://github.com/It4innovations/
Maui-Simulation

3) Hardware dependencies: Any architecture for which the
Maui Scheduler and PBS can be built and executed.

4) Software dependencies: Linux and Docker (validated
with Ubuntu 17.10 and Docker 1.13.1).
The Docker image itself was built with PBS Pro 18.1.0
(https://github.com/PBSPro/pbspro) and Maui Scheduler 3.3.1
(https://github.com/LabAdvComp/maui). The full dependen-
cies are documented in the Dockerfile.

5) Datasets: There are four datasets for the simulation:
i Resource trace file Resource.Trace1:

Contains the descriptions of IT4Innovations’ Salomon
cluster.

ii Workload trace file Workload.Trace_example:
Example workload (i.e. submitted jobs).

iii Maui Scheduler configuration file mauil.cfg:
Setup to approximate the Salomon cluster’s PBS config-
uration with the Maui Scheduler.

iv Control script control_example.sh:
Demonstrates how to start the simulation, set a system
maintenance window, and handle an unexpected node
downtime. It works directly with the example workload.

C. Installation

A Dockerfile is available to provide the entire simulation en-
vironment. Change the user name (replace userx) and paths
in maui.cfg and Dockerfile to reflect your environment.
Then, build the Docker image:
$ docker build -t maui_simulator .

D. Experiment workflow

For every simulation:
i Start the Docker container:
$ docker run --rm -it --hostname
mauisim -v .:/home/userx/workdir
maui_simulator
Change the path /home/userx/workdir according
to the previous changes.

ii Start the simulation:
Within the Docker container, start the Maui Scheduler’s
simulator:
/usr/local/maui/sbin/maui &
Then, execute the control script
control_example.sh. Alternatively you can
manually use the Maui Scheduler tools to control the
simulation (showstats, schedctl, setres, etc.).

E. Evaluation and expected result

After every simulation run, the results can be found in the
stats directory (file simstat.out).
For wait time differences, the difference between job sub-
mission time and execution time is calculated. The wait
times from the real PBS system are calculated from the
workload trace file, and the wait times for the simulation
from simstat.out. The file formats are documented by the
Maui Administrator’s Guide http://docs.adaptivecomputing.
com/maui/pdf/mauiadmin.pdf.

F. Experiment customization

Changes have been applied to the Maui Scheduler to enable
support of a large scale system (i.e. Salomon cluster) with an
extended priority range. For ease of use, changes were made
to consider date times of the jobs as absolute (not relative to
current time).

https://github.com/It4innovations/Maui-Simulation
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All changes are avilable in the patch file maui.diff which
will be automatically used by the Dockerfile.
To change the time step resolution for a simulation, change
RMPOLLINTERVAL in maui.cfg.

G. Notes

No real workloads are available for privacy reasons,
but we provide the results as interactive plots. At the
GitHub repository, use the provided Jupyter notebook
(interactive_plots/plots.ipynb) to display all di-
agrams from the poster. It uses Python pickle files to provide
our original raw diagrams. Instructions how to use the interac-
tive plots can be found in the README.md file on our GitHub
page.
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